To look for information on the event type. The joining applies only when the value in the CATEGORY field of the ACC table equals to EVENT-TYP.

To look for information on the source of injury. The joining applies only when the value in the CATEGORY field of the ACC table equals to SOURCE-INJ.

To look for information on the event type. The joining applies only when the value in the CATEGORY field of the ACC table equals to EVENT-TYP.

To look for information on the contributing factor. The joining applies only when the value in the CATEGORY field of the ACC table equals to ENVIR-FAC.

To look for information on the human factor. The joining applies only when the value in the CATEGORY field of the ACC table equals to HUMAN-FAC.

To look for the history of penalties or failure to abate, including the amount and reason the amount was changed.

To look for records of payment of administrative fees, penalties or failure-to-abate charges.

To find out whether the inspection is related to another inspection or other action.

To look for information on federal or state standard cited.

To look for federal or state program. The joining applies only when the value in the CATEGORY field of the ACC table equals to SOURCE-FED.

To look for information on the occupation of the item. The code of the occupation is decoded from the OCCCODE field of the OCC table.

To look for information about a debt, including interest, fees and the outcome of the debt.

To look for information on the cause of injury. The joining applies only when the value in the CATEGORY field of the ACC table equals to CAUSE-INJ.

To look for information on the nature of injury. The joining applies only when the value in the CATEGORY field of the ACC table equals to NATURE-INJ.

To look for information on the source of injury. The joining applies only when the value in the CATEGORY field of the ACC table equals to SOURCE-INJ.

To look for information on the event type. The joining applies only when the value in the CATEGORY field of the ACC table equals to EVENT-TYP.

To look for information on the contributing factor. The joining applies only when the value in the CATEGORY field of the ACC table equals to ENVIR-FAC.